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Abstract 

 

The microstructural degradation and the creep fracture behavior of conventionally and 

thermomechanically treated Grade 91 steel were investigated after performing Small 

Punch Creep Tests. A remarkable reduction in creep ductility was observed for the 

samples thermomechanically treated in comparison to those conventionally treated 

under the tested conditions of load (200 N) and temperature (700 ºC). A change in the 

fracture mechanism from a ductile transgranular fracture to a brittle intergranular 

fracture was observed when changing from the conventionally treated to the 

thermomechanically treated processing condition, leading to this drop in creep ductility. 

The change in the fracture mechanism was associated to the localized concentration of 

creep deformation, close to coarse M23C6 carbides, at the vicinity of prior austenite 

grain boundaries (PAGB) in the thermomechanically treated samples. The preferential 

recovery experienced at the vicinity of PAGB produced the loss of the lath structure and 

the coarsening of the M23C6 precipitates. The electron microscopy images provided 

suggest that the creep cavities nucleate in these weak recovered areas, associated to the 

presence of coarse M23C6. After the coalescence of the cavities the propagation of the 

cracks was facilitated by the large prior austenite grain size produced during the 



austenitization which favors the propagation of the cracks along grain boundaries 

triggering the intergranular brittle fracture. This fracture mechanism limits the potential 

use of the proposed thermomechanical processing routes.  

Keywords: Creep resistant steels; thermomechanical treatment; creep fracture behavior; 

microstructural degradation; small punch creep tests; ausforming. 

 

Introduction 

 

The conventional power plants present disadvantages of low efficiency and high CO2 

emissions. These important drawbacks, together with the increasing demand for energy, 

have enhanced the interest to rise the service temperature and pressure of the power 

plants. High Cr ferritic/martensitic steels are considered as a key material for this 

application because of its excellent corrosion and oxidation resistance [1-4]. However, 

the main limitation for these materials to be used at higher operation temperatures is due 

to their low creep strength [5-7]. 

The initial microstructure of the conventionally treated G91 steel consists in a tempered 

martensitic microstructure with two kinds of precipitates. One of these kinds of 

precipitates is the M23C6 carbides, rich in Cr and Mo, which is located at prior austenite 

grain boundaries and lath boundaries. The other type is the MX carbonitrides, rich in V 

and Nb, which is found homogeneously distributed within the laths. Besides, this 

microstructure is characterized by a high density of dislocations induced by the 

martensitic transformation [8]. 

Previous works have demonstrated the potential of the thermomechanical treatments to 

improve the creep resistance of these steels through the dispersion of a high number 

density of stable MX nanoprecipitates [9-11]. Tamura et al. [12] demonstrated the 

higher effectiveness of these precipitates compared to the M23C6 carbides and lath 

microstructures during creep. In our previous work [13] it was shown by means of 

Small Punch Creep Tests (SPCT) that thermo-mechanical treatments (TMT) lead to 

higher creep strength compared to that obtained after applying conventional heat 

treatments. At the same time a reduction of creep ductility and a susceptibility to brittle 

fracture was observed for the thermomechanically treated steels. However, the reason 



for this brittle behavior was not identified. For Ferritic/martensitic steels the aim of the 

processing route is to obtain a component with a tempered martensite microstructure 

with high creep strength and ductility. The level of ductility in plain bar, uniaxial tests is 

a design parameter for boiler steels and it is assumed that over 15% elongation to 

fracture will be available. The risk of fast burst fracture for the components has to be 

avoided [14, 15]. The fracture resistance is related to the microstructural features that 

promote the nucleation and growth of cavities. The factors that influence the nucleation 

and growth are the distribution of precipitates in the martensitic matrix (location), their 

size and shape. The inclusions and the presence of trace elements also play an important 

role on the formation and growth of creep cavities. This paper is focused on identifying 

the key microstructural factors that have produced the brittleness after the 

thermomechanical processing. Therefore, this work studies the microstructural changes 

that occur during the creep process. For this reason, after the SPCT, different samples 

thermomechanically and conventionally treated have been investigated systematically 

by Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) to 

clarify the microstructural changes undergone by the matrix and the precipitates during 

creep that finally produce the characteristic creep fracture behavior. 

 

Experimental procedure 

 

The chemical composition and conventional heat treatment of the commercial G91 FM 

steel used in this work is shown in table 1 and table 2, respectively. The material was 

supplied by CIEMAT in the form of a plate with a thickness of 40 mm.  

The thermomechanical treatments simulations were carried out on 10 mm in length and 

8 mm in diameter cylindrical samples by compression using a thermomechanical 

simulator. The thermomechanical treatments involve heating the samples at 1225 ºC 

during 5 minutes. Then, the samples are cooled down to the ausforming temperature. 

The deformation applied was 20 % at the ausforming temperature of 600 ºC and 20 % 

and 40 % at the ausforming temperature of 900 ºC. A strain rate of 0.1 s-1 is employed 

to introduce the deformation. Finally, the samples are tempered during 45 minutes at 

740 ºC. The heating rates are 5 ºC/s and the cooling rates 50 ºC/s. The code used in this 

work for the thermomechanically treated samples is described in table 3. 



The samples were prepared by standard metallographic techniques, polishing down to 1 

m with diamond paste for microstructural examination by light optical microscopy 

(LOM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The microstructure was revealed 

using the Vilella’s reagent which contains 5 ml hydrochloric acid, 1 g of picric acid and 

100 ml of ethyl alcohol. This chemical etching discloses carbides, ferrite and delta-

ferrite phases.  

Due to the limited amount of material available after the thermomechanical treatments 

carried out in the thermomechanical simulator, the creep properties were investigated by 

means of Small Punch Creep tests (SPCT). Description of this technique is found 

elsewhere [16-21]. 

Small Punch creep tests (SPCT) were performed at 700 ºC with the parameters 

described in table 4. SPCT disc samples were initially cut transversally from the 

cylindrical samples (perpendicular to the height of the cylinders) with a thickness of 

600 m and a diameter of 8 mm. Then, the discs were ground using a 1200 grit SiC 

paper down to a thickness of 500 m. For detailed information on the SPCTs the reader 

is referred to [13]. 

EBSD (Electron Backscatter Diffraction) measurements were performed with a JEOL 

JSM 6500 FEG-SEM operating at 20 kV equipped with a fully automatic EBSD 

(Oxford Instruments HKL). Residual damage in the samples intended for the EBSD 

measurements, after diamond polishing, was removed through an additional polishing 

stage carried out with a colloidal silica solution (particle size ~ 40 nm). EBSD mapping 

has been carried out using step sizes of 0.4 µm. The HKL Channel 5 software has been 

employed for data processing. 

 

Results and discussion 

 

Small Punch Creep displacement versus time curves, obtained at 700 ºC using a load of 

200 N, for the different samples under investigation are presented in figure 1.  As can be 

seen in table 5, from the results extracted in the figure 1, great deference in minimum 

disk deflection rate and time to rupture are observed for the different samples. As it was 

reported by the authors in previous works [13, 22] these differences are explained based 

on the different number density of MX nanoprecipitates present in the microstructure. 



The higher number density of MX nanoprecipitates obtained by the deformation applied 

in austenite (ausforming) prior to tempering in the thermomechanical treatment allows 

reducing the minimum disk deflection rate and extends the time to rupture compared to 

the steel conventionally treated. The higher is the dislocation density obtained in 

ausformed fresh martensite the larger the number density of MX carbonitrides after 

tempering is, and in consequence, better creep strength is obtained. 

Figure 2 provides several scanning electron micrographs of the fractured specimens 

after the SPCT for the different samples tested.  Radial cracks can be observed in all the 

thermomechanically treated samples (Figures 3a-c) indicating a brittle fracture and a 

change in rupture ductility in comparison to the conventional treated sample in which 

no radial cracks have been observed (Figure 3d). Besides, a higher reduction in 

thickness is evident in the conventionally treated sample in comparison to the 

thermomechanically treated ones, suggesting a ductile fracture behavior. It is important 

to mention that no important differences in ductility have been noted among the 

thermomechanically treated samples. This information cannot be extracted from the 

creep curves in figure 1 by contrast with the conventional creep curves in tensile mode 

where smaller total elongation is associated with the reduction of creep ductility. This is 

because the small Punch Creep curves terminate when the ball is completely pushed 

through the disc, i.e. when the crack is opened to circular shape with a diameter of the 

ball. This stage is not identical with the onset of the macroscopic cracking (which 

occurs much earlier).  

Figure 3 depicts scanning electron microscopy images of the different fracture surfaces 

with greater detail. For the conventional heat treated sample a characteristic dimple 

pattern of ductile fractures has been observed. This result correlates well the high 

reduction in the sample thickness shown previously (Figure 2d). For the 

thermomechanically treated samples the dimple pattern has not been visualized and 

some cleavage facets are observed, which suggests that a brittle fracture has occurred. 

These brittle fracture surfaces match with the low reduction in thickness and the radial 

cracks shown in figure 2a-c). 

To clarify the failure mechanisms, the fractured samples were cut and prepared 

adequately. As it can be seen, in the light optical images provided in figure 4, the 

conventionally treated sample exhibits transgranular cavities (figure 4a). By contrast, 

the thermomechanically treated samples ausformed at 600 ºC and 900 ºC with a 



deformation of 20 %, figure 4b) and figure 4c) respectively, show the cavities growing 

mainly along and/or from the prior austenite grain boundaries (PAGB). This fact 

suggests that the degradation of the microstructure occurs heterogeneously and starts at 

the vicinity of the PAGB for the thermomechanically treated samples. In contrast to 

this, the presence of transgranular cavities in the conventionally treated steel suggests 

that during the SPCT the degradation of the microstructure happens homogeneously at 

random locations in the matrix. 

Figure 5a) and figure 5b) show the SEM images for the thermomechanically treated 

samples ausformed at 600 ºC with a deformation of 20 % and ausformed at 900ºC with 

a deformation of 40 %.  As it can be seen in these images, the cavities seem to be 

attached to coarse particles which are located at the vicinity of PAGBs. According to 

the EDS analysis carried out and displayed in figure 5c) these particles are M23C6 

carbides with M=(Fe, Cr, Mo). The greater size of the M23C6 carbides at the vicinity of 

PAGB contribute to the inhomogeneous and localized deformation experienced by the 

thermomechanically treated samples at these locations during creep.As T. De Cock et 

alt. [23] demonstrated in their work, coarse carbides are surrounded by a deformation 

zone with a higher dislocation density than finer precipitates; this promotes the 

nucleation of strain-free grains, i.e., the formation of a recovered and equiaxed ferritic 

matrix. The high number density of MX nanoprecipitates achieved after the 

thermomechanical treatment produces high resistance to dislocation motion inside the 

grains and also could contribute to promote localized deformation in the vicinity of 

PAGBs. This mechanism, where the deformation accumulation is dominated by the 

localized deformation near grain boundaries, was reported in ODS steels where a high 

number density of obstacles to dislocation motion within the grains is obtained by nano-

oxides dispersion  [24]. The local creep concentration close to PAGB would be 

promoting the nucleation of cavities that lead to the intergranular fracture with the 

brittle behavior shown previously in Figures 2a)-c). 

Regarding the conventionally treated sample a homogenous distribution of M23C6 

carbides is observed in the whole sample as it is shown in figure 6. Hence, taking into 

account this observation and the uniform distribution of transgranular cavities, it may be 

deduced that a homogeneous distribution of creep deformation is obtained during the 

SPCT.  



In Figure 7a) it is shown that around cavities small grains with a size of some microns 

have appeared during creep tests substituting the typical lath microstructure of these 

martensitic steels prior to creep. These small grains present an equiaxed shape and are 

pinned by fine M23C6 carbides. Also, as it can be seen in figure 7b), these small grains 

are observed in the conventionally heat treated sample. To better understand the 

formation of these small grains and to find out the microstructural degradation process 

during creep, different EBSD maps were performed in the samples under investigation. 

Figure 8 shows different Inverse Pole Figure (IPF) maps for all the samples under study 

prior to SPCT. The block boundaries can be clearly distinguished but the lath 

boundaries are not correctly indexed due to the step size used for the EBSD mapping. 

The microstructures of the samples exhibit the characteristic lath-like shape morphology 

for martensite except for the steels ausformed at the lowest ausforming temperature in 

which this lath-like morphology is blurred as a result of the high deformation 

accumulated in the austenite during ausforming [25]. The ausformed microstructures 

(Figure 8b-d) show a homogeneous microstructure similar to that observed after the 

conventional treatment (as-received samples, Figure 8a) where significant texture or 

microstructural directionality are not observed. This is explained through the fact that 

because the deformation is applied to the austenite, upon its transformation to 

martensite during quenching any trace of texture produced in the austenite is lost. 

Figure 9 shows the microstructures after SPCT for all samples investigated. In figure 

9a) a fine grain equiaxed ferritic matrix is observed for the material after conventional 

treatment. By contrast in figures 9b), c) and d) it can be seen that the original lath-like 

morphology has partially disappeared and, it has evolved towards a fine-grained 

equiaxed ferritic matrix.  

In figure 10 the boundary maps corresponding to the same IPF maps presented in figure 

10, for the different samples after SPCT, are shown. Red lines display misorientations 

between 10 and 49º and blue lines misorientations higher than 49º. Misorientations 

between 10 and 49º have been identified as grain boundaries developed during creep 

while misorientations higher to 49 º belong to block boundaries of the martensitic 

microstructures. This description is supported by the fact that the boundaries between 

10-49º delimit equiaxed grains and the boundaries higher than 49º define 

microstructures with an elongated or lath-like shape. In figure 10 a) it can be 

appreciated that, for the conventionally treated sample, the red boundaries, which are 



the boundaries of the grains formed during creep, are distributed homogeneously. 

While, for the thermomechanically treated samples, these boundaries are 

heterogeneously distributed. As it has been discussed previously, these grains seem to 

be associated with the degradation process during creep as locations where the 

deformation accumulated have been larger. This fact is in agreement with the 

heterogeneous creep deformation suffered for the thermomechanically treated samples 

and the homogeneous creep deformation observed for the conventionally sample. 

 Figure 11 shows the grain boundary misorientation distributions for the conventionally 

treated sample and for the thermomechanically treated sample ausformed at 600ºC with 

a deformation of 20% before and after SPCT. Martensitic microstructures typically 

contain a high volume fraction of boundaries with their misorientation between 2.5-8º 

[26]. This is clearly distinguished for all the samples in both conditions, before and after 

SPCT. These misorientations have been reported to be related to lath boundaries and 

dislocations. It is important to mention that the step size used in the EBSD maps is too 

high to characterize the lath size or dislocation density properly, but it is enough to 

observe the evolution of these microstructural features. Note that the frequency of these 

misorientations drops significantly after SPCT. Hence, during SPCT it may be 

suggested that recovery of dislocation and lath recovery/coarsening is taking place as 

suggested by Abe [7]. Besides, it is clearly observed that boundaries with the 

misorientations over the range 49–62 º have been reduced after SPCT. This result 

manifests that the blocks are coarsening during the SPCT. This behavior has been 

reported for the microstructural degradation during uniaxial creep tests [27, 28]. 

According to the results presented above, these creep microstructures have been 

developed by the progressive evolution of laths into new grains. Dislocations produced 

during creep are accumulated progressively in the laths low angle boundaries, leading to 

the increase of their misorientation angle and the formation of high angle boundaries 

(equiaxed grains). Taking into account the results shown previously in the SEM 

micrographs (Figures 5a) and 5b)) the microstructural degradation would be a combined 

consequence of the accumulation of dislocation on the low angle boundaries and the 

stress concentration close to the coarse M23C6 carbides, which lead to the progressive 

loss of the lath-like martensitic microstructure into equiaxed ferritic matrix. As it has 

been discussed above in the case of the thermomechanically treated samples, the 

nucleation of cavities takes place close to M23C6 precipitates located at the prior 



austenite grain boundaries. The coalescence of the cavities would initiate the cracks and 

the final creep rupture through the prior austenite grain boundaries. The homogeneous 

coarsening of the M23C6 precipitates in the conventionally treated sample favors the 

apparition of equiaxed grains in all the martensitic matrix and develops the nucleation 

of cavities intragranularly which provokes the transgranular fracture.  

Based on the results presented above and, taking into account the different stages of the 

thermomechanical treatments, the loss of creep ductility that enhances the change in 

fracture mechanism would be promoted mainly by the coarsening of M23C6 carbides at 

the vicinity of the prior austenite grains. The coarse M23C6 carbides located on prior 

austenite grain boundaries favors the nucleation of the cavities at the vicinity of the 

prior austenite grains. Besides, in the TMT samples, the high austenitization 

temperature employed produces an enormous prior austenite grain size that remains 

large even after the thermomechanical treatments (much larger than the one obtained for 

the samples conventionally heat treated, table 6). The larger grain boundary surfaces  

present in the TMT samples compared to conventional ones facilitate an earlier reaching 

of the critical crack length, that causes the brittle fracture [29, 30]. 

Considering the improvement in creep strength achieved by the high number density of 

MX nanoprecipitates after thermomechanical treatment, in a future work the 

development of new alloys based on the optimization of the MX nanoprecipitates 

distribution will be explored bearing in mind that the prior austenite grain size has to be 

controlled during the processing route to avoid the loss in creep ductility which has 

been demonstrated to limit the use of these thermomechanical treatments.  

 

Conclusions 

 

The drop in creep ductility of G91 steel produced by changing the processing route 

from the conventional heat treatment to a thermomechanical treatment has been studied 

systematically and the main conclusions are summarized as follows: 

1. The creep degradation leads, for both processing routes, to the full or partial 

substitution of the characteristic lath like morphology of martensitic 

microstructures by equiaxed grains. These grains are formed by the 

accumulation of dislocations on lath low angle boundaries, which produces an 



increase of their misorientation angle and the formation of high angle 

boundaries (between 10-49 º), characteristic of these creep grains. 

2. After the different thermomechanical treatments (TMT samples) most of the 

cavities are found close to coarse M23C6 carbides located at the vicinity of prior 

austenite grain boundaries. This preferenetial coarsening of M23C6  promote 

localized deformation in the vicinity of PAGBs. The high resistance to 

dislocation movement inside the grains produced by the high number density of 

MX nanoprecipates could also contribute to promote localized deformation. By 

contrast, after the conventional heat treatment the cavities appeared 

homogeneously distributed in the sample which implies an homogeneous creep 

deformation. 

3. The preferential microstructural degradation at the vicinity of the prior austenite 

grain boundaries for the thermomechanically treated samples produced fracture 

surfaces without dimples and the presence of some cleavage surfaces, 

suggesting an intergranular brittle fracture. While, the sample after the 

conventional heat treatment showed a homogeneous microstructural 

degradation and a transgranular ductile fracture with the presence of dimples. 

4. After the nucleation and coalescence of the cavities the propagation of the 

cracks was facilitated by the much larger prior austenite grain size of the 

thermomechanically treated samples compared to the conventional ones, which 

favors the propagation of the cracks along grain boundaries triggering the 

intergranular brittle fracture. The different propagation paths of the cracks in 

these samples produces a change in the fracture mechanism from transgranular 

ductile fracture for the conventionally treated sample to brittle intergranular 

fracture for the thermomechanical treated ones, leading to a reduction in the 

creep ductility that limits the potential use of the proposed thermomechanical 

processing routes.  

 



Data availability 

The raw/processed data required to reproduce these findings cannot be shared at this 

time as the data also forms part of an ongoing study. 
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Figure 1. SPCT curves for all samples tested at 700 ºC with a load of 200 N. 



 

Figure 2. Scanning electron microscopy images of the SPCT fracture surfaces for all 

samples tested at 700 ºC with a load of 200 N a) G91-TMT 900_20; b) G91-TMT 

600_20; c) G91-TMT 900_40 and d) G91-AR. 

 

 

Figure 3. Detailed scanning electron microscopy images of the SCPT fracture surfaces 

for all samples tested at 700 ºC with a load of 200 N a) G91-AR; b)  higher 

magnification of G91-AR; c) G91-TMT 900_20; d) G91-TMT 600_20 and e) G91-

TMT 900_40. 



 

 

Figure 4. Light optical images of the cavities location for a) G91-AR; b) G91-TMT 

600_20 and c) G91-TMT 900_20. 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Scanning electron microscopy images: a) M23C6 precipitates located at a prior 

austenite grain boundary in sample G91-TMT 600_20. The prior austenite grain 

boundary in this image has been highlighted with a dash line as a guide to the eye; b) 

cavities associated with coarse M23C6 precipitates have nucleated at a prior austenite 

grain boundary in sample G91-TMT 900_40. Cavities have been pinpointed with 

arrows; and c) EDS analysis of the particle marked with a red arrow in image a), close 

to a cavity. 



 

 

 

Figure 6. Scanning electron microscopy image showing the presence of M23C6 carbides 

after SPCT for the sample G91-AR 

 

 

 

Figure 7. Scanning electron microscopy images showing the presence of small grains 

formed during SPCT for the samples: a) G91-TMT 900_20 and b) G91-AR. 

 



 

Figure 8. Representative inverse pole figure (IPF) maps of the initial martensitic 

microstructure, for all the processing conditions investigated, prior to the SPCT: a) 

G91-AR; b) G91-TMT 900_20; c) G91-TMT 600_20 and d) G91-TMT 900_40. 

 

 

 



 

Figure  9. Representative inverse pole figure (IPF) maps of the microstructures, for all 

the processing conditions investigated, after the SPCT: a) G91-AR; b) G91-TMT 

900_20; c) G91-TMT 600_20 and d) G91-TMT 900_40. 

 

 

 



 

Figure 10. Boundary maps, for all the samples investigated, after the SPCT: a) G91-AR; 

b) G91-TMT 900_20; c) G91-TMT 600_20 and d) G91-TMT 900_40. Red lines display 

misorientations between 10 and 49º and blue lines misorientations higher than 49º.  

 

 



 

Figure 11. Grain boundary misorientation distributions for samples: a) G91-AR and b) 

G91-TMT 600_20. The results before (red) and after (blue) the SPCT are provided for 

comparison. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Tables 

 

Table 1. Chemical composition of the commercial G91 ferritic-martensitic steel 

Elements C Si Mn Cr Mo V Nb Fe 

Wt. %. 0.09 0. 32 0.60 8.76 0.86 0.18 0.07 balance 

 

Table 2. Heat treatments of G91-AR 

Heat Heat treatment 

G91-AR 
normalization 1040 / 30 min 

tempering 730 / 60 min 

   

Table 3. Description of the code used for the thermomechanically treated samples 

Samples Ausforming temperature 

(ºC) 

Ausforming deformation 

(%) 

G91-TMT 900_20 900 20 

G91-TMT 900_40 900 40 

G91-TMT 600_20 600 20 

 

Table 4. Small punch creep tests parameters. 

Punch diameter 

d = 2r (mm) 

Receiving hole diameter D 

(mm) 

Lower die hole chamfer 

2.5 4.0 0.2 mm x 45° 

 

Table 5. Small Punch Creep results of the samples investigated. 

Samples 

Minimum Disk 

Deflection Rate 

(μm/h) 

Time to rupture 

(h) 

G91-AR 9.5 38.4 

G91-TMT 900_20 3.2 76.8 

G91-TMT 900_40 2.9 94.9 

G91-TMT 600_20 2.0 152.5 

 

 

 

 

 



Table 6. Prior austenite grain size for the conventionally and thermomechanically 

treated samples 

Samples Prior austenite grain size 

(µm) 

G91-AR 43±4 

G91-TMT 900_20 141±19 

G91-TMT 900_40 128±17  

G91-TMT 600_20 259±13 

 

 


